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In September 2016 Moon Active announced that they had signed an agreement with Warner Bros Entertainment to create a mobile game based
on their popular animated film, Wreck it Ralph 2. The game is titled "Coin Master 3: Wreck It Ralph" and was designed by Moon Active in

conjunction with the main production studio behind the film, Walt Disney Animation Studios. The levels of this version are based on locations from
the movie including Litwak's Arcade, Sugar Rush and others. The game is expected to be released for Android devices in 2017.",

In 2014 Moon Active launched a Kickstarter campaign asking for $8,000 to help progress development of Coin Master on PC platforms. It
reached its target and the developers also received additional funding from a Jewish organization to support their work developing "Coin Master".
A Minecraft version of Coin Master was also created by Mojang (Minecraft) in 2015, which is available to players free of charge via Minecraft

Realms.",

"I love this game because anyone can play it, anytime, anywhere. But I just don't quite understand how they are trying to make money. You have
these extra lives you win from watching videos or playing other games, but they are not enough unless you spend your actual lives on them through

in-app purchases or by downloading another game that requires real money. I would give this game five stars except for the fact that I feel like
there's a lot of potential wasted on how they are trying to make money. Hopefully the developers will change their ways."",

Some users have also criticized the game for not being as user friendly as other games. The developer justifies this by saying that they don't believe
in making their game overly simplistic, but do plan to release more tutorials. It was also stated that the game does not include any missions or goals

outside of getting coins and killing enemies. However, the developer states that he is working on adding goals into the future.",

Good game but... by mrsam27 on 2016/12/21 18:30 I like the game but there are WAY to many adds! I get them almost everyday and every time
I die I get another add. There is no way to skip or turn off them if you want to play with out being annoyed. The guy in the ad that says pay $5.00

a month and get rid of them is full of crap because I have been trying to find a way to stop getting them since my phone came out and it never
worked. If it does when I get the new phone you can bet I'll be deleting this app!!",
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